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Jantti [16] explained four approaches of ADRI (Fig. 1) as
follows:
1) ―Approach - Thinking and planning‖
2) ―Deployment - Implementing and doing‖
3) ―Results - Monitoring and evaluating‖
4) ―Improvement - Learning and adapting‖

Abstract—Teaching and assessing programming skills in
novice programmers is a challenging and difficult task. Most of
the introductory programming courses emphasized in teaching
programming knowledge (syntax and semantics of
programming language to the novice programmers) instead of
giving equal attention and time to problem solving strategies,
analysis of output(results) and improvement in programming
practices . Hence this paper makes an attempt to introduce
ADRI model (well known quality assurance model for self
review and external review) approach in preparing teaching
and assessment materials in programming courses to novice
programmers so that it ensures that programming knowledge
and problem solving strategies are properly incorporated and
practiced in teaching and assessing materials for novice
programmers.
Index Terms—Novice programmers, ADRI
programming knowledge, problem solving strategies.
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Fig. 1. ADRI model.

I. INTRODUCTION
Coping with high failing rate or dropout from the
introductory programming course is a big challenge in
computer science discipline [1],[2]. Different approaches
have been proposed to improve the programming skills of
novice programmers [3]-[6]. It includes creating
visualizations building block from multimedia tools [7],
goal/plan analysis programming strategies [8], teaching
machine [9] and natural language tutor –ProPL [10].
Winslow [11] pointed out ―that novice programmers know
the syntax and semantics of individual statements, but they do
not know how to combine these features into valid programs‖.
Present work addresses the key issue that how can we prepare
our teaching and assessment materials which ensures that
novice programmers are practicing programming knowledge
(syntax and semantics) [8] and problem solving strategies by
paying identical attention and time.
For realizing above mentioned tasks in greater details, we
propose ADRI (Approach, Deployment, Result, and
Improvement) model which is well known within quality
assurance and enhancement discipline for self review and
external review [12]. It is worth to mention here that ADRI
model is a general tool for assessment and improvement [13]
in many ways. The Present authors have already been worked
on ADRI model in explaining the Knowledge Management
[14]-[15].

The first stage is Approach which generally consists of
thinking and planning about tasks. It normally furnishes
development of goals, strategies, objectives, outcomes, plan
and targets. Planning should clearly indentify qualitative and
quantitative goals and should indicate steps to achieve these
goals [13].
The second stage is Deployment which provides a
platform to execute or implement tasks. It is important that
clear understanding including steps to achieve goals should
be in place. Therefore it is evident that proper planning
should be ensured at the first stage to achieve targets or goals
[13].
The third stage is the Result, which refers to the output or
findings as consequences of the first and second stages. In
other words, Result stage refers to what is actually achieved.
Here the most important point is that there should be link
between output (Result stage) and goal (approach stage).
Result stage provides comparison between intended output
and achieved output. Therefore, the result stage also gives
opportunity to analyze output and draw conclusions.
The fourth stage is Improvement which refers to the
conclusions drawn from the results and analysis phases. This
stage identifies what needs to be improved [17]? As
mentioned above, ADRI is a continuous cycle of
improvements; therefore how to improve is left to the next
implementation of the ADRI cycle.
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II. DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF NOVICE PROGRAMMERS AND
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
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Most of the text books used for teaching programming
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III. ADRI MODEL TO HANDLE PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE
AND PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES

languages mainly emphasize the syntax of programming
languages rather than paying equal attention to problem
solving skills. In some cases, problem solving topics used to
be generally discussed only during first Chapter. Normally,
there are only small numbers of text books where problem
solving topics are discussed and integrated throughout the
book in different topics [8].
Novice programmers offer less priority for ―planning and
testing code and try to solve programs‖ [18] in the current
context rather than understanding the broader sense of
programs.
Ala-Mutka [19] mentioned that learning programming
languages include different activities like ―learning the
programming language features, program design and
comprehension‖. Therefore novice programmers should not
only concentrate on programming knowledge but to pay
equal attention to problem solving and analytical skills.
Novice programmers generally understand programming
language syntax but find it difficult to combine these features
into valid program [20].
Novice programmers generally start writing their
programs before making an attempt to plan them [10].
Soloway [21] mentioned that it takes 10 years for novices
to become expert programmers. Therefore it is necessary for
novices to practice programming at a broader sense instead of
just getting surface knowledge.
Webster [20] discussed that in most of the cases
programmers try to solve the ―problem definition directly
into coding the problem‖ as shown in Fig. 2.

De Raadt [8] mentioned that one of the reasons for poor
performance of novice programmers (in standardized
program generation tests) is the method of preparing and
teaching traditional introductory courses which fail to
adequately educate the majority of students about the
programming acquaintance and problem solving approaches.
In the present work we suggest the following tasks and sub
tasks in four approaches as a part of ADRI model in the
context of novice programmers.
1) Approach: Problem solving strategies
2) Deployment: Programming knowledge (Syntax and
semantics)
3) Result: Analysis and comparison of intended and
achieved output. Make sure that intended goals are
achieved or not.
4) Improvement: Learning and recommendations for
instructor and novice programmer
TABLE I: PROPOSED ADRI MODEL FOUR APPROACHES FOR NOVICE
PROGRAMMERS
ADRI model four
Task and sub tasks
approaches
Stage 1: Approach
Problem solving strategies:
-Understanding and specification
(Analyze the problem and ―what the
solution must do‖.)
-General solution and algorithm (List
the steps to solve problem and specify
data types)
-verify the algorithm (check whether
required solution is achieved by
following steps) [20]
Stage 2: Deployment
Programming knowledge
(Implementation)
-―Concrete solution‖ (using particular
programming language syntax and
semantic to develop program from the
algorithm)
-Testing and debugging syntax errors
(Compile the program, if find errors,
locate the errors in source code and
make corrections ) [20]
Stage 3: Results
Analysis
- Compare intended results with
achieved results
- Make sure that intended goals
achieved or not
- Discuss achieved results to incorporate
any changing requirements
- Figure out any program running errors
and correct it
Stage 4: Improvement
Learning and recommendations
For novice programmer:
-Add more features or functionality in
program
-Try different programming constructs
to solve same problem (loops, logical
operators)
For Instructor:
-Update teaching materials or add more
lab questions/sheets
-Discuss topic again in class
-Change teaching methodology

Problem solving phase

Problem

Algorithm

Shortcut?
Code
Implementation phase

Fig. 2. Programming shortcut? Webster [20] –Page 7.

Programmers normally prefer shortcut (problem code)
to save time but Webster [20] concluded that ―shortcut
actually takes more time and effort‖. Developing an
algorithm for a problem definition avoids mistakes and
―keeps your thought straight‖. If programmers don’t spare
time at the beginning to develop an algorithm then later on it
needs more time to debug and revise program [20]. Therefore
it is very important for novice programmers to follow proper
steps to address problem definition. Hence this paper makes
an attempt to introduce ADRI model approach in preparing
teaching and assessment materials in programming courses to
novice programmers so that it ensures that programming
knowledge and problem solving strategies are properly
incorporated and practiced in teaching and assessing
materials for novice programmers.

IV. BENEFITS AND EXECUTION STEPS OF ADRI MODEL
ADRI model [12] provides four steps (Approach –
Deployment – Result – Improvement) which gives clear
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understanding to novice programmers that what is expected
from them to develop their programming skills and
knowledge. The ADRI model not only emphasizes problem
solving strategies (Approach) and programming knowledge
(Deployment), it also gives opportunity to analyze (Result)
the Results, learn (Improvement) and adapt improvements.
Instructors should develop teaching materials particularly
lab sheets according to the ADRI model’s [12] four
approaches. It helps novice programmers to practice all
necessary skills of programming. As discussed above, most
of the programming books emphasize only on programming
knowledge (syntax) [8] but ADRI model four approaches not
only cover syntax but also offer equal attention to problem
solving, analysis and improvement of novice programmers’
skills and knowledge.
As shown in Table I, stage 1: Approach is mainly
concerned with problem solving strategies which helps
novice programmers to understand the problem and develop
algorithm or general solution.
Stage 2: deployment provides platform for novice
programmers to translate algorithm developed in stage 1 into
computer program by using any programming language. This
stage helps novice programmers to become familiar with
programming constructs and develops their skills to test and
debug syntax errors.
ADRI model stage 3 (Result) helps novice programmers to
analyze and compare intended output with achieved output. It
also provides an opportunity to compare goals (Approach)
with achieved output.
ADRI model stage 4 (Improvement) has two perspectives,
one for instructor and other for novice programmer. In
Improvement section of lab sheets, instructor can give
directions to add more features or to achieve the same tasks
by using different construct of programming language. It
provides more exposure of programming constructs to novice
programmers which ultimately helps to leverage their
programming skills. Instructors will get feedback from
novice programmers (or after analyzing their achieved
output); it gives opportunity to them to improve their
teaching and assessment materials.
While preparing assessment tasks for novice programmers,
instructor should consider and incorporate all the four
approaches of ADRI model in questions. In fact, instructor
should inform novice programmers at the beginning of the
semester or through course descriptions that they will be
assessed against all the four key areas of ADRI model
approaches. All the assignments, quizzes or other assessment
tools should clearly specify the ADRI model’s four
approaches along with weight-age so that the novice
programmers will understand the importance of
programming knowledge (syntax and semantics) [8] and
problem solving strategies. In most of the cases assessment
tools include tasks related to problem definition and expected
output but this paper emphasize to include tasks related to
improvements which helps novice programmers to develop
problem solving and analytical skills again and again by
using different constructs of programming language.

introductory programming courses emphasize on
programming knowledge (syntax and semantics) and use less
effort on problem solving strategies as a result, novice
programmers perform poorly in standardized program
generation tests [8]. However, in the present discussion we
can realize that ADRI model’s four approaches provide
satisfactory solution to above mentioned situation during
teaching and assessment materials preparation which not
only covers programming knowledge and problem solving
strategies while it also enhances novice programmers’
analytical and critical thinking skills. The ADRI model’s four
approaches suggest novice programmers to solve problem
definition by going through four stages instead of using
―programming shortcut‖ which apparently saves time but
needs more efforts to debug and revise programs [20]. The
ADRI model introduces Result (stage 3) and Improvement
(stage 4) as separate tasks for novice programmers which
helps them to pay equal attention to analyze the achieved
output as well as provides opportunity to solve the same
program with different programming constructs and building
up solution by adding more functionalities or features. More
work in this line is in progress and will be communicated
shortly elsewhere.
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